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ALUTECH Prestige Doors — are European quality, 
simplicity and style in every detail. Reliability and 
aesthetics at any time of the year and in any weather.



Energy efficiency of Prestige series doors is equal  
to a 60 cm thick brick wall, that guarantees 
comfortable temperature in the garage during  
the whole year.

Frost-resistant sealing with two elastic wings ensures 
better thermal insulation of the opening along the 
door perimeter and protects the premises from 
precipitation, draft and dust.

Test results show that Prestige doors can withstand even 
hurricane wind of 120 km/h speed.

C EFFECTIVE THERMAL 
INSULATION

PERFECT  
SEALING

HIGH WIND LOAD 
RESISTANCE 

CUSTOMISED  
DESIGN  
5 types of sandwich panels, up to 10 standard colours. 
Exclusive colour “graphite”, wood-finished colours, and 
more than 200 colours according to RAL or Deutsche 
Bahn catalogues. Individual patterns by digital printing.

RESISTANCE  
TO CORROSION
Prestige doors hardware are made of stainless 
steel and effectively protected from corrosion even 
when operated in high humidity conditions.

PRESTIGE  
GARAGE DOORS
UNIQUE  
DESIGN

Prestige Doors — is a product of unique 
design, integrating 20 years of ALUTECH 
Group experience and global technical 
innovations.

EVENNESS  
AND SILENCE 

Double-roller system ensures smooth and silent 
door operation. (Option)



Prestige doors comply with the requirements of 
international safety standards EN 12604, EN 12453,
EN 12424, EN 12425, EN 12426. All the protection 
mechanisms are delivered in a standard set and 
without extra charge.

Extended 10-year warranty against perforated 
corrosion is provided for door leaf and other steel 
elements of Prestige doors.

Steel sheets in ALUTECH sandwich panels are 
interlocked and have a closed contour. This design 
ensures protection against delamination during abrupt 
door opening/closing and overheating under the sun 
and extends door operation life.

RELIABLE 
SAFETY 

10 YEAR 
WARRANTY

DURABLE 
OPERATIONJYEAR WARRANTY



Except for the outstanding technical characteristics Prestige series doors 
are also notable for a unique solution implemented in the series — digital 
printing.

Due to this technology the doors become a unique product which 
perfectly match the facade or add a striking trait to the exterior. 
Advanced printer allows to apply onto the door leaf images of any 
complexity, thus making it possible to bring to life the most challenging 
and complex ideas. 

UNIQUE IMAGES
NEW TECHNOLOGY — 
UV-PRINTING

Polyurethane lacquer

UV printing ink

PUR-PA coating 20−25 mcm

Polyurethane primer 14−16 mcm

Zinc 16 mcm

Steel 0,4 mm



Clear picture
The image applied on the doors boasts of maximum sharpness and excellent quality. Even minute details of the image 
will be clear after printing on the leaf.

Excellent printing quality
We use high quality UV-ink from European manufacturers. During photopolymerization a special layer is created on 
a sandwich panel, and due to this layer the ink does not soak into the panel and an image stays bright and colourful 
for a long time.

Resistance to ultraviolet light
Digital lacquer protects image from ultraviolet rays. Test results proved the image to stay bright and sharp for  
10 years of operation at the least.

Protection from mechanical damage
Due to special protective lacquer made in Europe panel surface is resistant to scratches and mechanical impact.

Tolerance to temperature fluctuations
The materials used for printing the images are resistant to temperature drop, which is extremely important for regions 
with frequently changing weather.

Protection against bad weather
Multilayer coating of the panels is resistant to precipitation impact. The doors with digital print may be operated in 
any region and at any weather conditions.

Short terms of production
The latest advanced printer insures high speed painting. This allows to complete orders on individual printing within 
5−7 days.

ADVANTAGES  
OF DIGITAL PRINTING

The finished doors may appear slightly different in colour compared to the doors on pictures  
or exhibition samples. Due to some technical reasons colour shades of products from different 
delivery lots may slightly vary.



WOOD DESIGN

Wood grain is as unique as fingerprints or iris. Intricate lines, 
refined waves and soft curves — it is impossible to replicate 
one and the same pattern. The doors with such print are an 
excellent solution for those who appreciate authenticity and 
natural design patterns.

Portfolio of patterns  
for Prestige garage doors





WHITE OAK
Wood design

A design with expressive pattern gives 
modern doors a touch of vintage. It perfactly 
matches both soft and bright colours of the 
exterior.



DESERT OAK
Wood design

Peaceful and unobtrusive, this pattern sets  
in a positive way, makes the exterior cozier and 
warmer.



MOUNTAIN 
PINE

A simple pattern of parallel lines, a pleasant 
combination of beige and pink — such 
doors perfectly complement both classic and 
modern exterior.

Wood design



OREGON

A golden brown pattern with a subtle wood 
texture as if radiates warmth and joy. Sunny 
notes for your home!

Wood design



IRISH OAK

A warm shade of beige blends softly 
and harmoniously into the exterior of the 
house — against it other decor elements 
become more noticeable.

Wood design



LIGHT 
WINCHESTER

Сalm brown background, complemented by dark 
veinlets — the doors with such pattern always 
attract attention of both guests and ordinary 
passers-by.

Wood design



LIGHT OAK

Pleasant light brown background with 
mottled intersperses, vibrant wood 
pattern — the doors in this design will 
appeal to connoisseurs of eco-style.

Wood design



RUSTIC CHERRY

Bright saturated reddish tint, minimalistic and slightly 
sloppy texture — such doors are chosen by those who 
value conformism and naturalism.

Wood design



ANTEAK

A neat design with a fine texture  
is universal — it will look harmonious 
in the exteriors of different styles: 
Scandinavian, Provence, country and 
high-tech.

Wood design



WALNUT

A shade of chocolate brown, complex pattern 
with dark twisting stripes — this design will be 
appreciated by those who are looking for something 
special.

Wood design



SWAMP OAK

The doors in this dark noble shade look 
very elegant. They will be a great choice 
for those who want to add to the exterior 
a touch of modest elegance. 

Wood design



RUSTIC OAK

A balanced combination of sophistication and 
authenticity. A pleasant dark brown colour with 
black vein lines will appeal to those who love sober 
modern look.

Wood design



MAHOGANY

A deep brown color with reddish notes  
is suitable for houses in a classic style.  
A bright shade attracts attention, becoming 
a noticeable detail in the exterior.

Wood design



DARK 
WINCHESTER

Intricate lines, randomly interspersed with 
chocolate colour, smooth gradient from light 
brown to dark — a tricky, but very interesting 
pattern for connoisseurs of classic wood.

Wood design



LIGHT  
SIENA

Wood design

Pleasant intense brown shade with dark wood 
intersperces. Using this print, you can make 
the exterior look warmer and cozier. Doors 
with print ‘Light Siena’ is a choice of authentic 
natural beauty lovers.



DARK  
SIENA

Wood design

Deep vibrant colour for connoisseurs of elegant 
modest solutions. It is associated with a dark 
chocolate bar when you look at it. It’s a perfect 
print for doors with ‘cassette’ surface type.



WENGE 
CLASSIC

Wood design

Russet-brown, almost black shade will 
appreciate those who like sophisticated colours. 
Peculiar for wood, dark veins make design 
look even more interesting.This print goes well 
with glass and metal, typical for hi-tech style. 
However, connoisseurs of classic exteriors 
should also pay attenion to this print.



WENGE  
MODERN

Wood design

This print encapsulates expressive elegancy of Wenge 
wood. Print has intensive colour range and perfectly 
combines both with mild pastel and bright shades 
in the exterior. Significant print feature is strongly 
marked horizontal  stripes, whick make it even more 
sophisticated.



WINCHESTER 
CLASSIC 

Wood design in a shade of milk chocolate 
with small randomly scattered dark brown 
intersperses will fit harmoniously into any 
architectural style. However, the most 
elegant pair this print will make with the 
exterior in the popular eco-style.

Wood design





NATURAL STONE 
DESIGN

Decorating the doors with natural stone designs is a true 
revelation for those who want to make the exterior of their 
homes authentic and unique. Marble, granite, quartz... Rocks 
with extraodinary beautiful texture created by nature itself.

Portfolio of patterns  
for Prestige garage doors





Natural stone design

BRECCIA 
DAMASCATA

Expressive image in pastel colours. Sand 
and cream strokes blend into a fancy 
pattern. This design goes well with both 
warm and cold shades in the exterior.



Natural stone design

DAINO  
REALE

The design stands out for its elegant cream colour. 
White, beige and brown lines and intersperses 
form a unique pattern. Vivid landscape character 
is a main feature of Daino Reale.



EMPERADOR 
LIGHT

An amazing pattern predominated by warm 
pastel shades and a variety of white veinlets 
forming a unique texture of cracks, circles 
and other sophisticated patterns. 

Natural stone design



PLATINO 
DARK

A blue-grey rock with dark and light stripes and 
patterns has incredible appeal and is a timeless 
classic of marble. Light pearl shade gives the image 
a touch of mystery and shine.

Natural stone design



CELEBRITY

This design is an incredible blend of cold 
shades of red, purple, blue and grey... Only 
nature can create such a masterpiece!

Natural stone design



MAROON  
MARINACE

It is hard to count the number of grey shades in this 
complex design. Blending with each other, they form 
a pattern that is impossible to replicate.

Natural stone design



DELICATUS 
GOLD

Yellow, light grey interspersed crystals and  
a thin cobweb of dark grey lines — this 
pattern will decorate any door, making them 
an unusual and bold exterior element.

Natural stone design



SAGITARIO 
GRANITE

Both warm and cold natural shades make this 
print universal: it successfully fits into any exterior. 
It is simply impossible to look away from the 
sophisticated ornament with red blotches...

Natural stone design



JUPARANA 
BORDEAUX

This reddish-burgundy pattern with numerous 
grey, black and blue spots is the choice of 
the brave. The doors designed in Juparana 
Bordeaux will be a bright splash in the 
exterior.

Natural stone design



EMPERADOR 
DARK

Solemnity and aristocracy in their own right. Brown-
chocolate texture, decorated with light veinlets, 
elegantly complements the exterior in a classic style.

Natural stone design



VERDE  
FANTASTICO

A spectacular pattern in vivid green 
colours. One of the usual classic textures 
of marble. Looking at it, one can imagine 
the mysterious forest lake.

Natural stone design



BIDASAR 
BROWN

Bright and memorable duet of cold and warm 
colours. A lot of broken lines forming a unique 
complex pattern makes this design an extraordinary 
solution.

Natural stone design



NATURAL 
MARBLE

Subtle soft beige shade of this print makes 
it one of the most popular solutions. 
Shimmering in the warm sunshine,  
it becomes a centre-piece of any exterior.

Natural stone design



COPPER
Extra design

The doors in rich copper colour with black and red 
spots perfectly complement the facade of a brick 
house. In addition, this shade will successfully go with 
a popular brown colour of the roof.



DARK  
CONCRETE

Extra design

Dark grey shade of concrete, close to 
graphite, looks modest and concise. The doors 
in this design is an ideal solution for hi-tech 
houses. Dark and light grey spots make the 
texture more complex.



GREY  
CONCRETE

Extra design

Those who favour an industrial style in architecture 
will undoubtedly appreciate this soft shade. Subtle 
and brutal colour of grey concrete fits perfectly 
into the loft aesthetics and at the same time it easily 
adapts to other styles.



WET 
CONCRETE 

A stylish idea for modern architectural 
projects: a saturated shade of wet concrete. 
A trendy dark grey colour combines perfectly 
with both calm pastel and bright exterior 
solutions.

Extra design



LIGHT 
CONCRETE 

This print is justly considered universal. Sober 
and discreet pattern is suitable for any exterior. 
However, most often it is chosen by favourers of 
such trends as high-tech, loft and minimalism, who 
appreciate simple and clear solutions.

Extra design



CONCRETE 
ANTEAK 

The texture of concrete looks both neutral and 
authentic. The variety of grey shades and the 
heterogeneous structure inherent in this material create 
a unique pattern, due to which the print does not look 
boring, despite its laconicism. This solution will appeal 
to lovers of high-tech and loft styles. In addition, it will 
give the architectural object an antique effect.

Extra design





EXCLUSIVE 
PORTFOLIO  
OF THEME PRINTS

It is difficult to find a person who does not want their house 
to be exceptional — the coziest, the most comfortable and 
stylish. Individual solutions and unique details — all these 
make the exterior unique.

With digital printing, we can apply any image on the leaf  
of Prestige series doors, making them a bright center-piece 
in the exterior. There are millions of options!





Exclusive collection

THEME 
PRINTS

For your convenience, a varied collection 
of prints for garage doors is divided into 
categories:

· Fauna
· Flora
· Architecture
· Geometry
· Nature
· Patterns
· Art
· Cars
· Nature elements





All theme prints and printing rules as well 
as copyright policy you can find at the 
official website of ALUTECH Group or ask 
your regional manager.

ALUTECH Group reserves the right not to accept 
orders for individual printing on the door leaf if the 
printing rules and copyright provisions are violated. 03
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Exclusive collection

THEME 
PRINTS


